Wednesday, 13 February 2008.
Version one point one.

AMRAPHAEL’S SHORT EXTERIOR AREA TEXTURING TUTORIAL
When working on my NWN2-module, “ZORK – The Great Underground Empire revisited”, I found that
it was hard to texture outdoor areas as the pro’s. These are my notes from learning how to do it a
bit better. I hope you will find it useful to get you past the first frustrating moments working with
textures in the toolset and that my less than good English is excused.
For this short tutorial we use 5 different textures that works fine together. It'll end up as an open
woodland type of landscape. (Afterwards you can play with the Swapper Tool to replace textures for
different looks. Use CTRL+Z CTRL+Y to compare between the two textures.) In this tutorial I use
black spots in different shades to show where to paint and how hard. Pitch black is 80%, light grey is
about 15%.
Lets start with using the Fill Tool to fill the entire area with GRASS15. Then shape your terrain into
the small hills and hollows that are needed. Use the Raise and Lower Tools. 3x3 and 6x6, 15% with a
few clicks and short strokes will usually look good. For longer and bigger parts use your Flatten Tool
15%. Watch out for too crazy height differences! Place a human creature in your landscape and a
reference and ask yourself if it looks okay.
Now place your trees. Not to many, be careful with using more than a couple types and be stint
with how many seeds you use.
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GRASS11
Next, paint the areas under the trees with GRASS11. 80% under the stems for a fallen leaf/needle
look. Use 50% to smooth it out around the darker spots. In this image the GRASS11 is replaced with
Black shades.
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CLIFF04
Now we go for the rocks. Hide the trees and use CLIFF04 to lift up the rock face from the grassy
grounds here and there. It's best used on the slopes and where you have sharp edges. You can also
use it on the ground where rain and wind would have abraded the rock. Use 2x3 50% for clearly
visible rock and 1x2 25% for a blended look. You see that the grass shines through a bit in the Black
spots this image.
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GRASS01
The rocks now looks like stains on the ground so we'll make some grass stone combination, GRASS01
1x2 25% and 15% grow over the edges. Use this mainly on the lower parts of your rock textures as in
this image.
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GRASS04
Now we're on to the last part, which is a path, or lower ground texture. It's a mix of small pebbles
and grass, GRASS04, which we use in the bottom of the hollows. Use it carefully with larger dots of
50%, some smaller of 80% and some random strokes of small 25%. Like this:
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FINISHING THE AREA
Now take a look at your area with trees visible. The "path" is probably to sharp in the edges and
need to be jagged by some GRASS15 80%. There's probably also too little of the leafy GRASS11 under
your trees. It starts to look good, isn't it?
Okay, on to the final and most important touch, the colour shading. Select the Colour Tool. Use a
2x2 30% brush with a grey colour. I use the first one from the left in the second row. Now click a
couple of times under the trees to give a stronger impression of the absence of light. Enhance the
rock slopes and ground pans with darker strokes. Look for repeating textures and break them upp
with a few clicks and strokes. It takes some practise so use CTRL-Z and CTRL-Y often to compare
and undo. Then shift colour to the brown one, the first on the left at the last row. Make the ground
around the trees more brownish. Go over the grass here and there and use the colour to darken
spots where the grass grows thicker or around rocks to make them look a bit dirty and earthy.
Now you should have something like this:
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Now you can place your grass. Don't make it too thick 20-25% density will do. Compare the grass
height with your reference creature. Where I live there's no grass grows 1.5 meters high in the
woods :) If you look carefully in the black areas in this image you see the grass shining trough.
Overdoing it will make your area heavy and slow. Then the players will turn down the visual goodies
and they won't see your grass at all.
Place your placeables. The stones and boulders, the fallen trees. And of course the animals, sounds,
encounters etc.
Good luck!
Amraphael
http://nwn2-zork.blogspot.com
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